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To understand how proteins fold, assemble and function,  
it is necessary to characterize the structure and dynamics 
of each state they adopt during their lifetime. Experimental 
characterization of the transient states of proteins remains  
a major challenge because high-resolution structural 
techniques, including NMR and X-ray crystallography, cannot 
be directly applied to study short-lived protein states.  
To circumvent this limitation, we show that transient states 
during protein folding can be characterized by measuring 
the fluorescence of tryptophan residues, introduced at 
many solvent-exposed positions to determine whether each 
position is native-like, denatured-like or non-native-like in 
the intermediate state. We use this approach to characterize 
a late-folding-intermediate state of the small globular 
mammalian protein ubiquitin, and we show the presence of 
productive non-native interactions that suggest a ‘flycatcher’ 
mechanism of concerted binding and folding.

A protein can adopt many structures, from unfolded, semifolded and 
misfolded states to a correctly folded state that can display various 
functionally relevant conformations and oligomeric states1–4. Studies 
of these intermediate states are crucial to our ability to understand 
how proteins have evolved to assemble into functional complexes and 
to develop realistic and predictive in silico molecular models2,3,5–7. 
It is difficult to characterize the structures of transient intermediate 
states of proteins, particularly folding intermediates, because their 
transience makes high-resolution techniques such as NMR8 or X-ray 
crystallography9 unsuitable, whereas more sensitive methods, such 
as fluorescence, CD or infrared spectroscopy, lack structural resolu-
tion. Having more efficient approaches to characterize protein folding 
intermediates and other transitory states would therefore help address 
key questions including: Do proteins fold via similar intermediate 
states and via similar rate-limiting steps10–12? What is the role of 
non-native interactions (that is, interactions that are not present in 
the final folded structure) during protein folding; can they stabilize 
productive folding intermediate states and accelerate folding13, or do 
they simply add errors or roughness in the folding landscape due to 
functional constraints14–16?

Over the last 50 years, measuring the fluorescence intensity of tryp-
tophan has been the method of choice for detection and characteriza-
tion of short-lived intermediate states of proteins1,17,18. For example, 
folding studies on small proteins typically use the intrinsic fluorescence 
of naturally contained tryptophan amino acids to monitor protein 
refolding and use deletion mutations of other amino acids (such as 
valine to alanine) to identify the native interactions that contribute the 
most to folding kinetics1. In the early 1990s, Smith et al. pioneered the 
use of different single-tryptophan mutants, with tryptophan substitu-
tions for phenylalanine or tyrosine, to gain insight into the structures of 
intermediate states that are populated at equilibrium19. More recently, 
we also demonstrated that multiple single-tryptophan mutants can 
enable determination of whether transient folding intermediates are 
on- or off-pathway20. But the full potential of using tryptophan as a 
probe to deduce transient-state structures has yet to be realized21.

Here, we describe a tryptophan-scanning strategy to characterize 
the structure of a transient intermediate (I) state (Fig. 1). Our strat-
egy uses the fluorescence of individual nonperturbing tryptophans 
to detect the formation of native or non-native structures in tran-
sient intermediates that accumulate during protein folding (Fig. 1, 
Supplementary Fig. 1a). In order to minimize native-structure per-
turbation and assess the folding of the protein over its entire structure, 
we first constructed, by site-directed mutagenesis, a library of single-
tryptophan mutants, with tryptophans substituted for amino acids 
that have solvent-exposed side chains. Substitution of large amino 
acids at such positions has been shown not to substantially affect the 
folding landscape22. Furthermore, these sites are ideal probe locations 
for detection of non-native structure formation because they are likely 
to remain solvent exposed in both the unfolded and folded states. 
The tryptophan-scanning strategy works by determining whether a 
tryptophan probe at the depicted site x (or y and z) produces unfolded 
(U)-like, native (N)-like, or non-native-like fluorescence in each 
state (Fig. 1a). For example, the fluorescence of tryptophan x should 
be mostly at N-like levels in the I state because the local environ-
ment around x is already in an N-like conformation after the first 
transition (k1). In contrast, the fluorescence of tryptophan y should 
remain mostly at unfolded-like levels in the I state because the local  
environment only achieves its N-like structure during the second 
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transition (k2). Finally, the fluorescence of tryptophan z is likely to 
display distinct fluorescence levels in the I state compared to those 
in the unfolded and folded states as a result of the non-native inter-
actions made by residue z. By determining the relative fluorescence 
of many tryptophan mutants, one can therefore obtain structural 
insights about intermediates (Fig. 1b).

In the present work, we apply the tryptophan-scanning strategy to 
probe native and non-native structure formation during the folding 
of mammalian ubiquitin, a well-studied small protein23 involved in 
several cellular processes24 (Fig. 2a). Ubiquitin is ideally suited for a 
tryptophan-scanning analysis because it lacks a natural tryptophan 
and its folding mechanism is disputed, though it has been extensively 
studied using many approaches (Supplementary Fig. 1b)20,25–30. 
Recently, a late on-pathway intermediate (IL) has been shown to be 
highly populated during folding of ubiquitin (~80% of ubiquitin pop-
ulation at 10 ms; Fig. 2a)20,31. On the other hand, the accumulation 
of an early folding intermediate during its refolding remains highly 
controversial (Supplementary Fig. 1b).

RESULTS
Solvent-exposed tryptophans as fluorescent probes
We engineered and expressed 27 different single-tryptophan mutants 
of ubiquitin, with tryptophan located at 75% of the most solvent-
accessible positions (Fig. 2a). We first monitored the equilibrium 
unfolding transitions of all 27 single-tryptophan ubiquitin mutants 
using tryptophan fluorescence spectroscopy, with guanidine-HCl as  
a chemical denaturant (Fig. 2b). In ~80% (22 of 27) of the mutants,  
solvent-exposed tryptophan produced higher fluorescence intensities 
in the native than in the unfolded state (Supplementary Fig. 2). All 
tryptophans were sensitive to only a single unfolding transition cen-
tered around 3.2 M guanidine-HCl (Fig. 2b and Supplementary Fig. 2),  
suggesting that no I state is significantly populated at equilibrium 
upon chemical denaturation of ubiquitin20,27,30,32,33. The unfolding 
free energies of all the single-tryptophan mutants, extrapolated from 
a two-state fit of the equilibrium curve, were found to be narrowly 
distributed around the value obtained for wild-type ubiquitin (average 
28 ± 3 kJ mol−1, as compared to 28.0 kJ mol−1 for wild type32; Fig. 2c). 
These results demonstrate that tryptophan substitution at solvent-
exposed locations is minimally perturbing compared to, for example, 
typical mutations used in φ-value analysis (Fig. 2c)1,33.

We then monitored the folding kinetics of the 27 tryptophan 
mutants using guanidine-HCl dilution-jump, stopped-flow experi-
ments in order to monitor the formation of the various structural 
environments around each of our tryptophan probes (Fig. 3a). 
All of the tryptophan probes were sensitive to only two structural 

 transitions at low denaturant concentration (Supplementary Fig. 3a), 
with rate constants similar to those for the formation of the IL (k1:  
200 ± 77 s−1) and the native state (k2: 24 ± 13 s−1; Fig. 3b, left)20. 
Of the 27 tryptophan probes, 23 were sensitive to both transitions  
(exhibiting biexponential refolding curves), whereas T66W and 
L71W were sensitive only to the second transition (T2) and D32W and 
D39W were sensitive only to the first transition (T1) (Supplementary 
Fig. 3). Only mutant E16W showed significant changes in the fold-
ing kinetics (faster k1; Fig. 3b), again highlighting the robustness of 
tryptophan substitutions at solvent-exposed positions, with regard 
to protein folding20,22.

To simplify the visualization of the refolding traces, we employed a 
simple color-scale gradient to illustrate the fluorescence values relative 
to N-like (purple) and U-like (red) levels. (Levels between N- and U-like 
are pink.) We also represented non-native-like fluorescence as a differ-
ent color (yellow) when the fluorescence level was higher or lower than 
both the U- or N-like fluorescence. We found that most tryptophans in 
the N-terminal region of ubiquitin reach their N-like fluorescence level 
(purple) in the IL state (~10 ms), whereas tryptophans located in the 
57–66 segment still fluoresce mostly in a U-like manner (red; Fig. 3a). 
Notably, tryptophans in the β-sheet at positions 1 (β1), 12 (β2), 42 (β3), 
and 73 (β5) displayed much higher, non-native-like fluorescence intensi-
ties in the IL compared to both the U and N states (yellow). To confirm 
that these different relative tryptophan fluorescence levels in the IL state 
are attributable to the presence of non-native structural environments, 
rather than to changes in the folding pathway induced by the tryptophan 
substitution, we also performed additional refolding experiments on 
selected tryptophan mutants, using an independent fluorescent probe 
(Fig. 3c). Thus, we monitored the refolding kinetics of M1W, A28W, 
F45W, S57W and T66W by using the structure-sensitive fluorescent 
dye 8-anilino-1-naphtalenesulfonate (ANS)34, which is known to bind 
at hydrophobic pockets in transient intermediate states. We confirmed 
that all traces displayed identical biexponential profiles (Fig. 3c)20.

We then performed refolding kinetic experiments over a large range 
of denaturant concentrations to generate equilibrium folding-unfolding 
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Figure 1 A tryptophan-scanning strategy to characterize the transient 
intermediate states of proteins. (a) The tryptophan-scanning strategy uses 
the fluorescence of many nonperturbing, single-tryptophan substitutions 
to detect the formation of native and nonnative structures at different 
locations of the surface of a protein as it folds. The fluorescence of a 
tryptophan in the unfolded, intermediate and native states (FU, FI and FN)  
can be determined at various solvent-exposed locations (that is, non-
perturbing tryptophan substitution sites) through a simple modeling of the 
folding kinetic traces of distinct single tryptophan mutants (three different 
tryptophan positions are shown). (b) FI, the relative fluorescence intensity 
of a tryptophan at a specific location in the I state, should be similar to 
FN if the local environment around this tryptophan already reached its 
native conformation in I (Trp x; see purple locations). FI should be similar 
to FU if the local environment around the tryptophan did not significantly 
change following the first transition (Trp y; see red location), and it should 
be distinct from both FU and FN if the local environment formed nonnative 
interactions in the intermediate (Trp z; see yellow location).
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curves of the IL and of the putative early intermediate (Supplementary 
Fig. 4). By plotting the fluorescence values obtained after T1 (which 
are proportional to the IL population) as a function of the denaturant 
concentration, we were able to directly model the IL→U unfolding 
equilibrium transition for ten tryptophan mutants (Supplementary 
Fig. 4 and Supplementary Table 1). Additional global fit of both the 
equilibrium and kinetic parameters of the tryptophan mutants using 
a three-state, on-pathway folding model14,20 also provided an estimate 
of the IL stability for 25 of the 27 tryptophan mutants (Supplementary 
Fig. 4). Overall, we found that the stability of the IL was little affected 

by tryptophan mutations (average ∆GU-I = 13 ± 2 kJ mol−1), suggest-
ing again that the folding pathway of ubiquitin is relatively insensitive 
to tryptophan substitutions at native solvent-exposed sites (Fig. 3b, 
right). Finally, we assessed whether a fast structural transition takes 
place (that is, if an early folding intermediate accumulates) during the 
dead time of our stopped-flow instrument (Supplementary Fig. 3b).  
To do so, we compared the tryptophan fluorescence intensities extra-
polated at the initiation time of the refolding reactions (FU) to the 
value F0 obtained for free tryptophan in solution (Supplementary 
Fig. 3b,c). Notably, all tryptophans showed significantly higher fluo-
rescence intensities following the rapid transfer of the protein from  
a 5 M to a 0.45 M guanidine-HCl concentration (black bars) relative 
to the value obtained for free tryptophan (Supplementary Fig. 3c). 
However, this small upward deviation rapidly disappeared as the 
denaturant concentration increased, perhaps reflecting a nonspecific 
compaction of the unfolded protein rather than the accumulation of 
a structurally specific intermediate35.

Fluorescence-based representation of the IL using v values
We then used fluorescence intensities for the 27 tryptophan probes to 
characterize the structure of the IL (Fig. 4). The fluorescence intensity 
of tryptophan is highly sensitive to the characteristics of the local 
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Figure 2 Tryptophan substitution at solvent-
exposed sites on a protein surface minimally  
perturbs protein stability and serves as a 
sensitive probe to monitor folding and unfolding 
of a protein. (a) Ribbon representation of  
ubiquitin structure (ββαββαβ topology) showing 
the 27 solvent-exposed positions (red) where 
residues are mutated to tryptophan in this  
study (PDB code: 1UBQ)51. (b) Equilibrium 
unfolding curves of each single tryptophan 
mutant monitored by tryptophan fluorescence 
(emission above 320 nm; see Supplementary  
Fig. 2 for raw data). All tryptophan mutants 
displayed a single unfolding transition located 
around 3.2 M guanidine-HCl (GdnHCl)32.  
(c) Similar extrapolated unfolding free energies 
(on average: 28.2 ± 3.2 kJ mol−1) and degrees 
of cooperativity (m values: 9.0 ± 1.2 kJ mol−1 M−1) are observed for each mutant (Supplementary Table 1). In comparison, stability perturbing (or deletion) 
mutants used for the φ-value analysis25 destabilized ubiquitin by –9.4 ± 4.5 kJ mol−1 on average (red arrow indicates unfolding free energy of wild type).
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Figure 3 Folding kinetics of ubiquitin probed using 27 solvent-exposed 
tryptophan mutants. (a) Folding kinetics of each tryptophan mutant  
were monitored by tryptophan fluorescence spectroscopy (λexcitation =  
281 nm; λemission ≤ 320 nm). Results are expressed relative to the 
fluorescence of the unfolded (U) and native (N) states (FU = 0; FN = 1; 
see Supplementary Figs. 3 and 4 for analysis of kinetic curves). These 
folding traces are represented in a color code that uses red and purple to 
represent the fluorescence intensities of the U and N states, respectively; 
a pink gradient to represent fluorescence intensities between the U- and 
N-like states; and yellow to represent non-native fluorescence intensities, 
which are neither U or N like. (b) Left, 23 of the 27 tryptophans were 
sensitive to two refolding transitions at low denaturant concentrations 
(biexponential fit), with average rates (k1: 202 ± 77 s−1 and k2: 24 ±  
13 s−1) similar to those for the formation of IL and N, respectively 
(Supplementary Table 1)20. Right, stability of the IL for all tryptophan 
mutants as determined by a global fitting analysis of the folding traces 
(see Supplementary Fig. 4) (average ∆GU-I = 13 ± 2 kJ mol−1). (c) Folding 
kinetics of wild-type (wt) ubiquitin and five representative tryptophan 
mutants that display distinct relative tryptophan fluorescence in the IL 
state show identical biphasic kinetics profiles (k1: 136 ± 15 s−1; k2:  
20 ± 2 s−1)20 when monitored using the fluorescence of the external dye 
ANS (λexcitation = 350 nm; λemission ≤ 395 nm)34, which is known to bind 
hydrophobic pockets in transient intermediate states.
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structural environment, such as the proximity to charges and the 
polarity (for example, whether a tryptophan is surrounded by water 
or by hydrophobic residues)21,36. If the fluorescence of the tryptophan 
in the I state (FI) is similar to its fluorescence in the U state (FU), we 
can assume that few or no structural changes take place in the vicinity 
of the tryptophan location as it goes from the U state to the I state. 
In contrast, if most of the fluorescence change between FU and the 
fluorescence in the N state (FN) takes place during the U→I transition 
(and not during the I→N transition), then we can assume that the 
local structure in the vicinity of the tryptophan in the I state is mostly 
N-like. On the other hand, if FI is very distinct from both FU and 
FN, then it is most likely that the structural environment around the 
tryptophan in the I state is non-native (that is, distinct from the U and 
N structural environments). Given that the tryptophan side chains in 
our strategy are highly exposed to solvent in both the U and N states, 
such non-native fluorescence could suggest that the tryptophan may 
be buried while in the I state, or may come into close proximity to a 
charged amino acid that is distant while in either the U or N states. 
In order to translate fluorescence signal into such structural infor-
mation, we defined the ratio ∆FI-U(i)/∆FN-U(i), which we call the ω 
value and which provides a measure of whether a tryptophan probe 
at position i in the I state has an N- or U-like fluorescence (ω = ~1 or 
ω = ~0, respectively) or whether it is distinct from these two states  
(ω ≤ –0.25 or ω ≥ 1.25; ω is also comparable to the relative fluores-
cence introduced in Fig. 1). We then mapped the ω values onto the 
native structure of ubiquitin (Fig. 4).

All tryptophans with U-like fluorescence in the IL (ω = ~0; residues 
57, 60 and 71) are located at the C-terminal extremity, which contains 
an α3/10-helix and the central C-terminal β-strand. Five of the six tryp-
tophans that display medium ω values in the IL (ω = ~0.5; residues 59, 
62, 64, 66, 68) are also located in the same segment (see Supplementary 
Notes). In contrast, 13 of the 14 tryptophan positions that display N-like 
fluorescence in the IL are located in the N-terminal segment (1–54). 
Also, the four tryptophan probes that revealed non-native environments 
in the IL (ω ≥ 1.25) either are located in the C-terminal region (residue 
73), interact with this region (residues 1 and 42) or are in a strand in the 
same β-sheet (residue 12). These results suggest that the small, single-
domain ubiquitin protein folds through much more energetic frustration 
than previously reported27,29,33. The C-terminal segment, containing the 
α3/10-helix (residues 57–60) and the central β-strand (residues 64–71), 
adopts its native conformation at a rate, k2, that is approximately 20-fold 
slower than k1, the rate of formation of the N-terminal two-hairpin-helix 
motif. These results are also in agreement with an earlier NMR H/D 
pulse-exchange study of wild-type ubiquitin folding, which suggested 
that, upon refolding, amide hydrogen bonds of residues 59, 61 and 69 are 
protected at slower rates than for the rest of the amide protons37.

Though the majority of the tryptophan substitutions did not signifi-
cantly affect the stability of the N state and I state of ubiquitin, seven of 
them caused sufficient perturbation (>4 kJ mol−1) to allow us to cross-
validate the ω values with conventional φ-value measurements1 (that is, 
the level of energetic involvement of an amino acid in a particular state). 
We first performed φ-value measurements of the apparent two-state 
transition state observed above 2 M guanidine-HCl, using the seven 
tryptophan mutations that displayed sufficient structure perturbation 
of the N state (Supplementary Table 2). The φ values obtained for 
these tryptophan mutants are in good agreement with those obtained 
in previously published work, which used conventional deletion muta-
tions33. These φ values suggest that the N-terminal part of ubiquitin 
is already formed in the transition state at high guanidine-HCl con-
centration, but that the C-terminal part remains mostly unstructured 
(Supplementary Table 2)33. We then explored the extent to which 
ω values enable us to quantify the degree of nativeness of different 
regions of ubiquitin in the IL by comparing the ω values we obtained 
for the IL to nine conventional φ values (∆∆G U-I/∆∆G U-N) that we 
could determine with sufficient precision for this IL (Supplementary 
Fig. 5b and Supplementary Table 3). We found that the ω values for IL 
were in excellent agreement with the φ values determined for the same 
tryptophan substitution, suggesting that tryptophan fluorescence may 
be used as an accurate indicator of the degree of nativeness (or non-
nativeness) of a protein’s structure (Supplementary Fig. 5b).

Evidence for productive non-native interactions
Three tryptophan mutations also generated sufficient destabilization 
in the IL (∆∆GU-I > 4 kJ mol−1) to allow characterization of the extent 
to which these mutated amino acids participate in the folding mecha-
nism1. For example, G35W destabilized the IL to about the same extent 
as for the native state (7.5 versus 8.7 kJ mol−1, respectively), suggesting 
that the C-terminal helix cap formed by Gly35 is already present in the 
IL (Supplementary Table 1). In contrast, the two other tryptophan sub-
stitutions that most destabilized the IL (∆∆GU-I = 5.6 and 4.1 kJ mol−1, 
respectively), L73W and L71W, both located at or proximal to positions 
displaying a non-native environment in the IL (see Leu73 in Fig. 4), 
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(ω ≤ –0.25 or ω ≥ 1.25). White bars, ω value determined using ∆FI-U(i) 
and ∆FN-U(i) obtained from the folding trace at 0.45 M guanidine-HCl 
(Supplementary Fig. 3). Black bars, ω value determined using ∆FI-U(i) 
and ∆FN-U(i) obtained from the simultaneous global fit of all equilibrium 
and kinetic parameters (Supplementary Fig. 4). Residue 71 has a low ω 
value (red) despite adopting its native-state fluorescence quite rapidly as 
ubiquitin refolds (see Fig. 3a). This is because tryptophan insertion at this 
location also increases the rate of rearrangement of the intermediate (see 
Fig. 5a, right). s.d. were obtained from the best fit of the data.
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have no effect on the native-state stability (∆∆GU-N = 1 and 0 kJ mol−1, 
respectively; Fig. 5a, left). This suggests that Leu73 and Leu71 stabilize 
the IL via non-native interactions. Consistent with this observation, 
disruption of these non-native interactions significantly accelerated the 
insertion of the C-terminal β-strand into the β-sheet (increased rate 
for T2; see Fig. 5a, right), suggesting that these non-native interactions  
create frustration in the refolding pathway of ubiquitin. However, and 
perhaps more interestingly, disruption of these non-native interactions 
also increases the folding rate of ubiquitin under conditions where the 
IL no longer accumulates (that is, above 2 M guanidine-HCl; see T2 in 
Fig. 5a, right, and Fig. 5b). These results therefore reinforce the notion 
that non-native interactions may accelerate folding by stabilizing pro-
ductive folding intermediates, but they may also create frustration by 
trapping the intermediate if these interactions are too strong38–41.

A closer look at the putative structure of a partially formed two-
hairpin-helix motif provides a compelling structural representation 
of the energetic frustration associated with the correct insertion of the 
central β-strand in the β-sheet (Fig. 5c). First, the initial formation of 
the two-hairpin-helix motif (residues 1–56)33 may lead to a compact 
native-like intermediate state that buries most of the hydrophobic 
residues (green) of the hydrophobic surfaces of both the hairpin and 
the α-helix (Fig. 5c, inset 1). The reopening of such a compact struc-
ture could therefore occur at the beginning of the slow insertion of 
the C-terminal segment. Interestingly, another group42 reported a 
structurally similar late folding intermediate in a folding simulation 
of ubiquitin in which the C-terminal segment of the protein packs 
against the relatively hydrophobic, partially formed β-sheet before 
being correctly inserted into the core of the protein in a noncoop-
erative manner. Indeed, the surface of the putative nascent β-sheet 
formed by the two-hairpin-helix motif reveals a hydrophobic sur-
face on which the hydrophobic-amphipathic tail at residues 67–73 
(LHLVLRLRL) could rapidly collapse, as suggested by the evidence of 
non-native interactions found for residue L71 and L73 (Fig. 5c, inset 2).  
The highly hydrophilic segment at residues 57–66 (SDYNIQKEST) 
would be likely to remain in a U-like conformation, as suggested by 
the low ω values found for these residues (Fig. 5c, inset 3). The correct 
insertion of the central β-strand between the two hairpins would then 
require an energetically costly reopening of the ubiquitin core (see T2, 
Fig. 5c). Consistent with this hypothesis, the guanidine-HCl depend-
ence of the rate constant for the rearrangement of the IL suggests that 
the IL must re-expose ~10% of its buried side chains to the solvent in 
order to reach the native state20. The main finding of this study, how-
ever, remains that the proposed binding of residues Leu71 and Leu73 

to the nascent β-sheet resembles the ‘flycatcher’ mechanism of con-
certed binding and folding observed for unstructured proteins43,44. In 
this mechanism, non-native interactions first ‘catch’ an unstructured 
peptide and then accelerate its structural transition into a native-like 
complex by bringing the two interacting elements closer to each other. 
These results thus suggest a close relationship between intramolecular 
folding and intermolecular binding-folding mechanisms.

DISCUSSION
The role of non-native interactions and transient intermediate states 
in protein folding has been the subject of much debate because few 
examples have been detected or characterized during the folding of 
small proteins1,13–16,35,40,45,46. In the present study, however, we dem-
onstrated that a tryptophan-scanning strategy allowed us to detect 
hidden non-native interactions and to characterize the structure of 
a folding intermediate in the folding pathway of ubiquitin, a well-
studied protein that has long been considered to fold via an apparent 
two-state mechanism27,29,33. Our results also highlight the dual role 
of non-native interactions: creating frustration in the folding pathway 
of proteins but also accelerating protein folding by stabilizing pro-
ductive intermediates without overstabilizing or trapping them13,38. 
Interestingly, a previous study found that more than 50% of proteins 
reported to display an apparent two-state folding mechanism also 
display deviations in folding or unfolding rate constants12, suggesting 
the presence of a late intermediate state, similar to the one observed in 
ubiquitin and other proteins14,47,48. It will be interesting to see whether 
our tryptophan-scanning strategy will also enable the direct detection 
of non-native interactions and late transient intermediates for other 
proteins exhibiting two-state folding. In such cases, late frustration 
and the ‘flycatcher’ mechanism of concerted binding and folding 
might well represent a common mechanism of protein folding43,44.

In a broader context, the tryptophan-scanning strategy presented 
here is an ideal complement to classic perturbation-based strategies to 
study transition states in protein folding, such as φ-value1 or ψ-value  
analysis49,50. For example, the tryptophan-scanning strategy allows 
generation of fluorescent probes that enable efficient detection of 
all structural transitions20. In contrast to φ-value analysis, which 
necessitates mutations that destabilize the N state, the tryptophan- 
scanning strategy also enables assessment of the role of surface-exposed 
residues, which often don’t contribute much to native-state stability. We 
envisage adaptation of a general fluorophore-scanning approach (using, 
for example, structure sensitive fluorescent nucleotides) to study the 
transient states in the folding of complex DNA or RNA molecules or even 
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to characterize any structural transitions of macromolecules formed as a 
result of chemical or physical perturbation. Finally, as our understanding 
of the structural determinants of fluorescence of tryptophan (or other 
fluorophores)21,36 progresses, the tryptophan-scanning strategy will 
generate more specific structural constraints that, once integrated with 
other experimental data and computer simulations, will allow us to test 
models of transient states with unprecedented detail8.

METhODS
Methods and any associated references are available in the online 
version of the paper.

Note: Supplementary information is available in the online version of the paper.
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ONLINE METhODS
Protein constructs and expression. Mammalian ubiquitin was fused to a His6 
tag at its N terminus, (MHHHHHHG). Tryptophan mutations and expression 
of the different ubiquitin mutants were carried out as described20.

Data collection. All experiments were performed in 50 mM sodium phosphate 
buffer (pH 7.0) at 30 ± 0.1 °C to allow for proper kinetic resolution between T1 
and T2. All folding data are the average of three guanidine-HCl-jump experi-
ments acquired using an Applied Photophysics SX18.MV stopped-flow fluor-
imeter (tryptophan fluorescence: λex = 281 ± 2.5 nm with a 320-nm-cutoff filter 
for λem; ANS fluorescence (200 µM): λex = 350 ± 2.5 nm with a 395-nm cutoff 
for λem). Denatured protein (~150 µM ) in 5.0 M guanidine-HCl (ultrapure 
grade) was mixed 1:10 with different concentrations of guanidine-HCl. For the  
ANS-monitored refolding experiment, the unfolded protein was mixed 1:10 into 
a buffered solution of 220 µM ANS. Dead-time calibration of the stopped-flow 
instrument was performed as described20. Data analysis was performed using 
the nonlinear regression analysis program in Kaleidagraph (version 3.6 Synergy 
Software, pCS Inc.). Refolding kinetic traces at low concentrations of denaturant 
were fit with two exponential terms between 3.2 ms and 1,000 ms. The refolding 
traces obtained for each tryptophan mutant were set relative to the fluorescence 
of the unfolded state obtained between 2 M and 6 M guanidine-HCl, which was 

set to zero in the absence of guanidine-HCl. The fluorescence levels F1 and F2, 
extrapolated from T1 and T2, respectively, were fit to a standard two-state equili-
brium curve to obtain an estimate of mI and ∆GUI and mN and ∆GUN, respectively 
(see Supplementary Fig. 4). Global fitting analysis of equilibrium and kinetics 
data was also performed for all ubiquitin variants (see, for example, Fig. 5a). 
In brief, the observed rate constant k1, for formation of IL (fitted to a chevron 
curve52), the observed rate constant k2, for formation of the N state (fitted to a 
three-state, on-pathway mechanism53), and both the equilibrium curves for IL 
and N states (both fitted to a two-state transition) were simultaneously fitted, 
thus providing estimates for mI and ∆GUI and mN and ∆GUN. See Supplementary 
Figure 4 and previously described methods20 for more details on the global fitting 
procedure. N-Acetyltryptophanamide (Sigma-Aldrich) was used as a model for 
free tryptophan to study its fluorescence dependence on the concentration of 
guanidine-HCl (Supplementary Fig. 3c).

52. Maxwell, K.L. et al. Protein folding: defining a “standard” set of experimental 
conditions and a preliminary kinetic data set of two-state proteins. Protein Sci. 14, 
602–616 (2005).

53. Bofill, R., Simpson, E.R., Platt, G.W., Crespo, M.D. & Searle, M.S. Extending the 
folding nucleus of ubiquitin with an independently folding beta-hairpin finger: 
hurdles to rapid folding arising from the stabilisation of local interactions. J. Mol. 
Biol. 349, 205–221 (2005).
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